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Synopsis

A possibility of achieving steady state high Q plasma confinement

in toroidal geometry is considered in detail by closing off the ends of

tandem mirrors entirely by flux bridges, where 3 is the ratio of plasma

pressure to the magnetic pressure. The key problem of this approach

seems to be the magnetic design of magneto-hydrodynamically stabilized,

preferentially leaky bridges.
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§1. Introduction

One of the most important features in magnetic mirror configurations

is that the high g plasma confinement has been really demonstrated with

the help of absolute minimum-B field, ' although end-loss rather than

cross-field diffusion still appears to be the limiting factor in present

open-ended experiment (g being the ratio of plasma pressure to the

magnetic pressure).

In order to overcome the end-loss in minimum-B mirrors the tandem-

2)mirror concept is proposed, ' where classical minimum-B mirrors of the

type given above are used to plug electrostatitically the ends of a long

solenoidal plasma. High energy neutral beams sustain dense plasmas in

Z)the minimum-B end cells for plugging. Recent thermal-barrier concepts

for tandem-mirror reactors could give us hope for reduced plug density,

magnetic field and power consumption, provided that MHD stability allows

adequate plasma g in the center cell. Even by the help of thermal-barrier

the necessary length of tandem mirror reactor seems to be quite long.

Moreover, the most of fusion-generated alpha particle could not be trapped

in this configuration.

In toroidal confinement system, on the other hand, we need not worry

the end-loss at a cost of plasma s because of the presence of destabilizing

curvature in field lines. Unless strongly curved, three dimensional

magnetic axis is introduced in toroidal magnetic field, the confinement

of high e plasma could not be expected only by the use of magnetic field

so far as the author knows.

The purpose of the present considerations is to see whether there
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is any possibility of attaining high £ confinement in toroidal magnetic

system with the help of electrostatic barriers like those in tandem

mirror reactors. This would be realized by linking the tandem mirrors

by magnetic bridges. The linking of tandem mirror field-is superior to

the ordinary tandem mirrors in that the confinement of fusion products is

easily attained using the magnetic bridges which connect the straight

sections for high 3 confinement. An important physics problem in linked

tandem mirror will be how to keep the voltage of barriers a fixed

constant. This could be done by utilizing the toroidal curvature and

ion-electron collisions together with magnetic ripples in bridges in

order to generate rotational transform for toroidal equilibrium of plasma.

In other words, the preferential electron loss (a mechanism for this

preferential electron loss is given in §2) would be dominated in the

magnetic bridge regions so that the electrostatic potential of curved

plasma occupying the locations of bridge would be very close to the metalic

wall potential which can be taken as the origin. Although the structure

of electric field in bridge regions is rather complicated, we are able

to design magnetic bridges which can transport the energetic fusion

products from one straight section to the other one.

In §2 we give a basic idea of introducing electric potential in a

toroidal magnetic field which we hereafter call as linked tandem mirror

configuration. In §3 MHD stability of the proposed configuration is

considered and possible designs for magnetic bridges will be nominated.
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§2. Energy Balance in Linked Tandem-Mirror Configuration

A schematical drawing of field lines to close off the ends of tandem

mirrors entirely by flux bridges is shown in Fig. 1. High energy neutral

beams sustain dense plasmas in plug end cells which are consisted of

probably minimum-B fields. In order to enhance the cross-field transport

of electrons preferentially in bridges we should have the magnetic stoppers

at the ends of bridges as shown in the figure. These stoppers would work

as a magnetic barrier for electrons which otherwise penetrate into minimum-B

region to elliminate cross field diffusion originated from the toroidal

curvature. Moreover, the field strength in bridges should be as high as

possible in order to ward off the bad stability influences for solenoidal

plasmas from the plasma in bridges. Actually, the low plasma density in

bridges together with strong magnetic field tends to stabilize plasmas for

interchange mode.

While for fusion products, a sufficiently large rotational transform

would make their propagation possible through the bridges. Instead of

the rotational transform the bumpy field is also a possible candidate for

bridges.

If electrons can exchange rapidly along field lines among the

solenoids, the plugs and the U-bended bridges, then the electron

temperature, T , will be the same in every region. For charge neutrality

with the electron density, n. , in the barrier greater than the electron

density, ns, in the solenoids, the barrier height, A$» must be more

positive in potential than the solenoids by an amount
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Using the relation (1) to'gether with the potential, $ , in the solenoids,

the barrier potential, $,, becomes

% - V n + * (2)

Instead of using the potential, $ , and the electron density, n<., in the

solenoids regions, the same barrier potential, $. , can also be described

by the plasma potential, $„, and the electron density, n.., in the U-bended

bridges.

»b = V " iij} + % • {3)

From (2) and (3) we have a relation between <J><- and $...

Under an assumption that plasma cross section is approximately

circular in shape in both straight sections and bridge regions. We then

have a relation for magnetic flux in both regions.

V u = Bsas '

where B and a represent the magnetic field strength and the radius of

circular plasma cross section, and suffixes U and S correspond
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to the U-bended bridge and the straight solenoidal region respectively.

Using the relations (4) and (5) we can estimate the radial electric field

Ey and E<- in both regions.

E - ^

(/) [1 + / *„(/)], (6-a)
B $ n

where Es = *c/
as-

From technological reasons the ratio B../B,- is at most B,/Bs = 9 when

Tg = $s and n^ < n<., we may, then, have

/ < 3 . (6-b)

This might suggest that the characteristic difference of the cross-field

plasma transport in the straight sections to the U-bended bridges does

not lie in the radial electric field in plasma because the electric fields

in both regions are the same order in magnitude. We may conclude from

this considerations that the energy confinement time of this container

across field lines may be mainly due to the toroidal curvature of bridge

regions.

In order to sustain the barrier potential, energetic ions have to be

replenished according to the loss of ions from plug end cells into the

straight solenoidal region. Since the necessary current of ions for the

replenishment becomes Nq/r , the input power, P. , of ion current can be

written by
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NqV

where V is the energy *of ions , N and q are the number and the charge

of injected ion and x is the particle confinement time 'of ions in barrier

mirror. If the mirror ratio of the barrier cell is R, the particle

confinement time, x » is given by

(8)

where x- is the mean ion relaxation time.

In steady state, the neutral beam power, P.. for sustaining plug

potential and the fusion.oufcp^t pewt^P , for charged particles from the

solenoidal plasma must be balanced by the energy loss, W , from U-bended

bridges and the power loss by radiation, P . We then have, with the help

of (7) and (8),

NqV
Pc " Pr =

where x^ is the energy confinement time across field lines in U-bended

bridge. This simple relation, (9-a), clearly describes the difference

between the tandem mirror and the linked tandem mirror. In tandem mirrors

the energy confinement time, xE, is about equal to the electron transit

time from the plug end cell to a sort of direct converter, i.e. Xr •+ L/C,

where L is the distance between plug end cell and a direct convector, and

C is the light velocity because the thermal velocity of electron is of

the order of light velocity. Since the light velocity is quite large, we
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need quite large ion number, N, under the restriction of reasonable

distance, L, in order to satisfy the equality (9-a) in open-ended tandem

mirrors. On the other hand, in the linked tandem mirrors considered

here, the energy confinement time, xE, is able to satisfy the inequality

xE » L/C even if it is scaled by the Bohm time. We, then, lead to a

conclusion that a necessary ion number, N, in order to sustain the barrier

potential would be dramatically reduced in linked tandem mirror configuration.

§3. Stability Properties of Linked Tandem Mirrors

The magneto-hydro-dynamic (MHD) stability would be the most crucial

problem in linked tandem mirror concept because of the introduction of

U-bended bridges in straight system. Our tools to stabilize MHD

instability by static means are just the formation of magnetic well and

shear in this magnetic configuration. The stabilization of plasma in the

U-bended bridges only by shear is quite difficult, unless the bridges

should be designed to have strongly curved magnetic axis which makes the

installation rather odd. Magnetic well stabilization would be more

easily applicable to the linked tandem mirror configuration.

In order to facilitate foregoing discussions we assume that plasma

embedded in the long solenoidal field satisfies the MHD stability
A)

condition for flute mode, ; i.e.

^ (P,, + P,) d* > 0 , (10)
B2
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where the integration is performed along the solenoidal plasma in between

the stoppers located at both end of plug cells, and P,, and P x are the

components of pressure teTisors. The suffixes " and ±_ correspond to the

parallel and the perpendicular component. The open-ended tandem mirror

reactor is designed to satisfy this criterion (10).

We further make an assumption for P x and P,, that these are constant

along lines of force in the U-bended bridges. Then, our design condition

for U-bend which does not destroy the stability condition (10) may be

described by

where the integration is carried out in the U-bend. This condition, (11),

is rather severe for designers to design such a magnetic configuration for

comparison with the minimum average B condition, i.e. $IJ^ < 0, because

the minimum-average-B designers can integrate many times around the torus

fds.until the integral 6iw~ converges to a value. However, for the U-bend

designers here the allowable path of integration is limited only in the

U-bend.

A vacuum solution for U-bend satisfying (11) is the use of a, = 2

helical field which generates the rotational transform nearly equal to

2TT in a single U-bend. Since plasmas in the U-bend is slender, we can

approximately describe this magnetic field by

B = V$ , (12)
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where

= Bo Z + i I2^ k r) sin2(e "o

Here B corresponds to the strength of the field in U-bend and b to the
o

1 = 2 helical field. The parameter k is the wave number of helical winding

and the function I (S) is the modified Bessel function. The standard
2

cylindrical coordinate system, (r,8,z), is used for this description by

choosing the z axis in the direction of magnetic field on the magnetic

axi s.

Then, the rotational transform, i, on the magnetic axis in a single

U-bend is5^

(14)

where D is the major radius of the U-bend. We, thus, have the condition

i = 2ir for magnetic designers as follows.

kD(jp)2 = 2 . (15)

We see from this equality that the necessary period, n, of the helical

field in a single U-bend becomes

B 2
n = 2(T^-) » 2. (16)

For B = 1 0 Tesla b must be b = 3 Tesla in order for n t~ be of order 10.
o
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Periodic-multipole U-bend ' is another possible way to design the

bridges, where a string of quadrupole Ioffe machines ' is connected end-

to-end in order to form the bridge. Fairly high el 1ipticities of the flux

surface are required to achieve the condition (11). There is no advantage

in using higher-mui tipole field.

The simplest solution seen from the view point of magnetic designers

is the use of the stability mechanism in the ELMO bumpy torus (EBT) for
2)

our magnetic bridge. ' In the bumpy torus, fuel plasma is stabilized by

the niinimum-B properties of high-beta, annular, hot-electron plasmas formed

in each mirror section by electron-cyclotron-resonance heating. The

current produced by the hot-electron annular plasmas produce changes in

the magnetic field gradient which can satisfy the condition (11) like that

in EBT. Although the use of bumpy bridges with hot electron annuli is

possibly the simplest candidate in order to link *he tandem mirrors, one

disadvantage is the necessities of intense microwave power for the

production of hot electrons. In this case the equations for the power

balance (9-a) must be revised to the following form.

Wp NqV
Pc ' Pr = TJT ' YTinR ' Ph '

where P. corresponds to the necessary power for the production of the hot

annuli. The power for the hot annuli should be minimized.

§4. Discussions

It is not a new idea to close off the ends of minimum-B devices
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entirely by flux bridges. As an example, Dawson, Furth and Tenny

have suggested that a nrin-B mirror device whose ends are connected by a

magnetic flux tube with Votational transform could work as a reactor.

This type of hybridization between mirror and torus is called as MIRICLE

concept ' since the bulk of the plasma ions are mirrored in the true

minimum-B region and the electrons are circulating through the closed

field lines. A problem in the MIRICLE concept as a reactor is the

relatively small volume of high 6 plasma in a MIRICLE device.

An important innovation of this linked tandem mirror is that the

volume which is occupied by high 8 plasma can be relatively large in the

confinement system. This is accomplished by the electrostatically

confined dense plasmas in both end of Min-B cell together with the help

of preferential loss of electrons across the magnetic lines of force in

the bridges. If the electron confinement is too good in the magnetic

bridges across field lines, the electrostatic potential will not grow

up. This does not mean that low density plasma need not be stable in the

U-bended bridges. In other words, if the requirement (11) is not

satisfied, the contribution from this plasma in U-bend not only makes the

necessary plasma density in Min-B cell high but also lowers the plasma

density in long solenoidal section.

A skillful design of the magnetic bridges is the deciding factor in

achieving high 3 plasma confinement in this system. Once this is done, we

are able to realize steady state high g plasma confinement without the

help of helices having strongly curved magnetic axes.
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Figure Caption

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the linked tandem mirror configuration,

a) A couple of tandem mirrors with ambipolar barriers at the

ends are connected with magnetic bridges which have stoppers.

These stoppers would work towards the magnetic hills for plasma

particles in the U-bended bridges where the preferential loss

of electrons is dominated, b) The magnetic geometry along the

magnetic axis and the expected, axial electron density profiles

in linked tandem mirror configuration are partly shown.
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